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THE CONORMAL DERIVATIVE PROBLEM FOR EQUATIONS
OF VARIATIONAL TYPE IN NONSMOOTH DOMAINS

GARY M. LIEBERMAN

Abstract. It is well known that elliptic boundary value problems in smooth

domains have smooth solutions, but if the domain is, say, C1 , the solutions

need not be Lipschitz. Recently Korevaar has identified a class of Lipschitz

domains, in which solutions of the capillary problem are Lipschitz assuming the

contact angle relates correctly to the geometry of the domain. Lipschitz bounds

for more general boundary value problems in the same class of domains are

proved. Applications to variational inequalities are also considered.

According to the standard theory [5, 10], solutions of elliptic boundary prob-
lems in Ck'a domains (k > 2) are also Ck'a up to the boundary of the

domain; more recent work [2, 4, 11, 16, 17, 19] has shown that this statement

is true for k = 1 also. However, if the domain is C1, even if all other data of

the problem are C°° , the solution need not even be Lipschitz (see [8]). As can

be seen for harmonic functions in a sector, for Lipschitz domains the connection

between smoothness of the solution and that of the domain is more delicate.

Here we investigate this connection for a family of boundary value problems

modelled on the capillary problem in a domain with corners. We prove gradient

bounds for this family of problems via a combination of Korevaar's approach
to the capillary problem in nonsmooth domains [9, §4] and the author's gradient

estimates in smooth domains [12, 21] which, in turn, are based on the interior

estimates of Simon [28] and the global estimates of Ural'tseva for the capillary

problem [29]. The important point is to verify that the considerations of those

works apply to our situation.
Specifically, for £2 a bounded domain in R" with unit inner normal y and

appropriate functions A1, ... , A" , B : Q x R x Rn -,R, and çi:9iîxl-»l,

we consider the problem

div A(x, u, Du) + B(x, u, Du) =0   inQ,

A(x, u, Du) • y + cp(x, u) =0   on 9Q.

Our primary hypotheses are: Q is Lipschitz and satisfies a uniform

exterior sphere condition, <9Q is C2 except for a small set, and A(x, z, p) =

dF(x, z, p)/dp for a scalar function F which is convex in p . The conditions

on Q come from [9] while the existence of F is the definition of variational
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type. The latter hypothesis was used in [12] and then dispensed with in [21] for

smooth domains. Its present relevance will be discussed later. Of course the

convexity of F guarantees that the matrix (M-) is positive definite and hence

the boundary value problem is elliptic.

Various technical hypotheses will be made on the structure of the functions

F, A, B,cp, but we note here one particular such hypothesis for the capil-

lary problem in two dimensions. In this case F = (1 + |p|2)^2 and A =

(1 + \p\2)~xt2p , so \A\ < 1. Therefore a necessary condition for (0.1) to have

smooth solutions is that \<p\ < 1. If also cp is Lipschitz with cpz < 0, it follows

from [21, Exampie 1, p. 57] that \Du\ is bounded for domains with smooth

boundaries. (When <pz = 0, this result is due to Gerhardt [3] and Ural'tseva

[29].) At a convex corner, even for constant tp, the condition \g>\ < 1 is not

strong enough to give a bound on \Du\ or, in fact, |w|. (Details of this situation

are given in, e.g., [1, §5.2; 9, p. 20].) One crucial condition which gives these

bounds is the existence of smooth functions Ip (scalar) and y (vector) with

W\ < I, \y\ < 1 ; and cp = y -yip'. Korevaar introduced this condition in [9],

and he called y a pseudonormal, a term we also use here.

An interesting comparison can be made between the results here and those in
other works of the author. Suppose Q is a cube in R3, cp = 0, A'(x, z, p) =

a'ipj for some constant positive-definite matrix (a'J), and B is C°°(Q) and

depends only on x. The results of [20] or [22] give a constant a e (0, 1) de-

termined only by (a'-i) such that solutions of (0.1) are C1 *a uniformly on any

compact subset of Q minus its vertices. Global Holder continuity of the solu-
tion is classical, and results in this paper will show global Lipschitz continuity

if (a'j) is symmetric.
Unfortunately some symmetry is crucial to the present approach. As in all

gradient estimates, the key step is to find a function of the gradient which is
a subsolution of a suitable boundary value problem. (For example if u is

harmonic, then \Du\2 is subharmonic; see [27] for further discussion in case

a boundary gradient estimate is known.) In our case we consider a function

Vo(x, u, Du) which is convex and of quadratic growth in Du. (For technical

reasons, it will be convenient to use linear rather than quadratic growth in the

main body of this paper, but the quadratic growth is useful for illustration.) In

addition, vo must have a suitable form to take advantage of the structure of the

differential equation and the boundary condition. Among other things we would

like the vector field ^ to be tangential to the boundary. Then, writing a'-> for

Q£- and differentiating the boundary condition in the tangential direction ^

yields

a'jyiDiku-—^ = lower order terms
dPk

or
alJy¡DjVo = lower order terms

on ¿)Q and then the differential equation gives

Di(aljDjV0) = lower order terms

in Q. Therefore vo satisfies a conormal derivative problem, which leads to

estimates on Vq (and hence on \Du\) after appropriate estimation of the lower

order terms.
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To return to the role of symmetry, we suppose now for simplicity that

A'(x, z, p) = a}ipj for some constant positive-definite matrix a'->, with a2X =

0, that cp = 0, and that Q, is two dimensional. Also, suppose first also that

ÔQ is the hyperplane {x2 = 0} . As noted in [15], we can take

Vq=P¡+P¡

since j& = 0 on dQ. Suppose next that ôQ is the angle {x2 = 0, xx >

0} U {x1 = 0, x2 > 0}. If vo = b'ipiPj for some constant positive-definite

(blJ), which we may assume symmetric, the boundary condition on {x2 = 0}

and ^ being tangential give

Pi = 0   implies   b2xpi + b22pi = 0

and hence b2x = 0 since pi is arbitrary. Thus on {xx = 0} we have

axxpi +ax2P2 = 0   implies   bxxpi=0,

which is only possible if a12 = 0, i.e., (a'J) is symmetric. Such a hypothesis is

not needed in the case of a domain with smooth boundary. Thus we see that

the present approach is not easily modified to remove the symmetry hypothesis

on a'J (or, equivalently, the variational hypothesis on A).

We begin in §1 with some basic inequalities which are used to prove esti-

mates on solutions of (0.1) in §2 and on their gradients in §3. Analogous results

for parabolic problems are stated in §4. Examples in §5 illustrate our structure

conditions and the role of the pseudonormal, and connections with variational

inequalities appear in §6. Finally the progression from our estimates to regular-

ity results is made, via existence theorems, in §7.

In general our notation follows [5, 12]. Unless otherwise indicated the argu-

ments of A, B, and their derivatives are taken to be (x, u, Du) and hence

omitted. Similarly cp = cp(x, u). The subscripts x, z,p denote derivatives

with respect to the appropriate scalar or vector variables. Other subscripts de-

note derivatives with respect to components of x or components of a vector

or tensor, and superscripts denote derivatives with respect to components of p

or components of a vector or tensor. The meaning should be clear from the

context  e e    A'= ^AL    r; = M.context, e.g., Ak - dxk , n   - dp, .

1. Preliminaries

We begin by proving two inequalities which relate certain boundary and in-

terior integrals. These inequalities are analogs of the standard ones proved

as Lemma 2.1 in [12], but additional complications arise when investigating

nonsmooth domains. A complete understanding of these complications is inti-
mately tied to several of our structure conditions, so the results in this section

will not be as independent of the gradient estimates as those in [12, §2].

Throughout we assume Q, to be a Lipschitz domain and y to be a C0, '(Í2)

vector field with \y\ < 1 in Q and y • y > 0 almost everywhere with respect to

surface measure ds on 9Í2.

Lemma 1.1. If K = supfi(div y)_ , then, for all nonnegative h £ Wx • ',

(1.1) /   hy-yds< [ \Dh\dx + K f hdx.
Jan Ja Jo.
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Proof.

I   hy -yds = -     div(hy) dx = - \ Dh -ydx -h àxwydx.   □
Jaa Ja Ja Ja

Note that such a y can be constructed for an arbitrary C01 domain very

simply. Locally <9Q is the graph of a Lipschitz function, so we can choose y

locally to be constant (in the obvious direction) and then patch these together
via a smooth partition of unity.

Our next lemma involves the boundary condition from (0.1) and some addi-

tional notation. For u £ W2'x n C°>X(Q) and h£Wx'x we define

(1.2)
t; = ^l + \Du\2,    v = Du/v,     giJ = SiJ = Sij - viVj,

o~ih = gljDjh,        dp = vdx,

and for a C°- ' vector function A defined on Q x R x W , we define

dA*
(1.3) i'J =

dpj
(x, u, Du).

Lemma 1.2. Suppose

(1.4) A(x, u, Du) -y + cp(x, u) = 0   on dQ.

and there is a function Ip such that

(1.5) \!p\\Du\< ßiDu-A(x,u,Du)   and   cp =lpy -y   on dQ

for some constant ß\ £ [0, 1 ). If K is a constant such that

(1.6) K>\Dy\   in Q,

then, for any nonnegative h £ Wx • ', we have

(1.7) I hy • yDu • 7-7 ds
aa \A\

<C(/?o[ j^(\Sh\ + Kh)dp

Proof. Set

"/ h\Jda   L
u'W~Du'7W\ yds.

(This integral, in disguised form, was used in the proof of [30, Lemma 2].) The

inequality in (1.5) gives

(1.8) />(1-A)/   hy-yDu — ds.
Jda \A\
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The divergence theorem implies that

i=~L{Du'w~Du'yû\)'Dhdx

-ÍÁv\DiiUf~JiDiiU^\)dx

-Lh{Du'^\á^~uDiyiDju)dx

-Iah(fDjUDÍQ-'-DuD'{Q)dX

= -L{v'W-v'~yw\)'ôhdi1

- jnh (v • ± diy y-^Diyh;) dp

because Du • Ay • v = Du-yA-v and A^D¡juyl = yJD¡juA'. Now invoking

(1.6) and (1.8) yields (1.7).   D

From the proof it is clear that the inequality in ( 1.5) need only hold at points

of dfi for which h > 0.

2. Bounds on the solution

In this section, we give pointwise estimates for solutions of (0.1). Since the

proofs are the same as for the corresponding results in [12, §3] (see also [21,

§2]) with Lemma 1.1 replacing [12, Lemma 2.1(a)], we only state the results.

Lemma 2.1. Let u£C°'x be a weak solution of (0.1). Suppose there are positive

constants m > 1, ai, bo, bi, cq , M such that

(2.1a) p-A(x,z,p)>\p\m-ax\z\m,

(2.1b) zB(x, z,p)<bop-A(x, z, p) + bx\z\m ,

(2.1c) zcp(x, z) < Co\z\m   forx£dQ.

for \z\> M. Then, for any q > I,

sup|w| < C(m, n,q,Sl)

(2.2) (l+ai+bi+c™,im-x))'"m [ ¡u^dx
Ja

1/9 \

+ M] .    D

Lemma 2.2. Let u £ C0,1  be a weak solution of (0.1) and suppose there are

positive constants m> 1, Wo < m, a\, bo, bi, Cq , Mq such that

(2.1a)' p ■ A(x, z, p) > \p\m - ai\z\m°,

(2.1b)' zB(x, z,p) <bop-A(x, z,p)-bx\z\m\
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(2.1c)' zcp(x, z) < Co\z\m°   forx£d£l.

If q > 1 and if bx is sufficiently large (depending only on ax, bo, cq , q, m, Q),

then

(2.3) f \u\"dx<¥lm^MqQ\Çl\.   d
Ja

We emphasize that Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2 are valid for arbitrary Lipschitz

domains. For the capillary problem, a bound on zip is not enough to guarantee

a bound on u unless the bound on zcp is tied into the geometry of Q. The

pseudonormal y gives a natural connection.

Lemma 2.3. Let u £ C0-1 be a weak solution 0/(0.1) and suppose there are

positive constants ax, bo, b\, M such that (2.1a, b) hold with m = 1 and \z\ >
M. If there is cq £ (0, 1) such that

(2.1c)" z<j>(x, z) < coy • y\z\   for x £ dü,\z\> M,

then, for any q > 1

((l+ai+bi)n [ \u\"dx)     +M(2.4)      sup|w| < C(c0,n,q,Çl) D

Lemma 2.4. Lemma 2.2 remains valid for m = 1  if (2.1c)" replaces (2.1c)'

and cq < 1.   D

3. The gradient bound

We are now ready to derive gradient bounds for solutions of (0.1). In addi-

tion to the notation of §1, we use ß, c, yo, K, M, cpo to denote nonnegative

constants with

\u\ < M   and   \lp(x, u)\ < cpo   in £2,        y*7>yo>0   on dQ.

(recall cp = lpy -y on <9Q) ; ß, c, K will often be subscripted as well.

We assume that there is a C1 increasing function v\ such that

(3.1) 0< ß0v <Vi(F(x, u,Du)+lpDu-y) <v

in Q and we also write vx for vx (F + IpDu • y).
We define

^2 = \aijakmDjkuDimu,       % = -T-raijDiVxDjVx,
V2 ' V2V

and for t > ß0, xo £&., and p > 0,

QT = {x £ Q : Vi > t} ,        YT = {x £ dil : Vi > t} ,

Bp = {xeRn:\x-xo\<p},      QT;/, = ^nflT,   rt,^ = ^nrr.

Next we introduce structure functions w, X, Xq , A, Ao, Ai, which are pos-

itive, increasing, and (except for A0) C1 on [to , oo) for some To > ßo. These

functions are related by the monotonicity conditions

(3.2a) wP(A/X)^+2^2/A   is increasing,

(3.2b) vjP/Xq   is increasing,
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(3.2c) r^(A//l)('!+2)/2/A,r/î'w   are decreasing

(for Ç the identity function), and

(3.3a) Xl<A0<A,

(3.3b) X0 < Ai

(3.3c) (çA',)2+A2<A0.

All of our conditions are assumed to hold on QTo (or rTo for (3.8d, f)). First,

we assume (alj) to be elliptic on Í2T0, so there are positive functions p > p

such that

(3.4) p\C\2 < aijUj < ß\C\2   forallCeR".

Moreover, we assume that

(3.5a) kgtJMj<a?JMj,

(3.5b) A(l + {ViX'ßWCCj < Xoa'iÇiÇj

for C e W , and that

(3.5c) Xo<\A + ?y\<ßiXo,

(3.5d) h<^<ßxh,

(3.5e) XqJí < A0,

(3.5f) Xp<Xl,       X<XoJi.

Furthermore, we assume that

(3.6) Du-A>ß2cpoV,        Du-A>ß3\A\v

with ß2 > 1 and ß3 > 0.

Next, we suppose that there are functions C'k and D'k with D'k differentiable

with respect to (x, z, p) such that

(3.7) DkuAiz + Aik+B5ik = Cik + Di,

(3.8a) £ |C||2 < ßlXoAo/p,        £ |C¿i/,-|2 < ß24pA0/Xo,
i,k k

(3.8b)

v2Y;\Diíl(Ak+Wc)\2<fi¡^,
ij

£ \DJ>DjU(Ak + lpyk)\2 < ßlpAo/Xo,

(3.8c) (DiuDi, + D'ki)(Ak + <pyk)< ß24A0

(here D" = dDk/dpj and Dki = dD^/dx1),

(3.8d) -D^A'+lpyk) < ßtXoAi,
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(3.8e) \¥x\<ßA>,        \Dy\<ß4,

(3.8f) Vz(Du • A + IpDu • y) < ß4X0Ax,

(3.8g) v2\Ax\2 + \Fx\2<ß2v2X0Ao/p,

(3.8h)                aiJDjuDjU(\Az\2 + \lpz\2 + v~2F2) < £42A0A0,

(3.9) (A/X){n+2)'2v < ß5w^Du ■ A,

(3.10a) Vi(w')2X2o<ß2pDu-A,

(3.10b) Xqw < ß7Du • A,

(3.10c) pv <ß2Du-A,

(3.10d) AoVi<e(vi)w2XoDwA,

(3.10e) v\Az\ + \AX\ < ßse(vi)x'2Du ■ A

for some positive decreasing function e , and

(3.11a) B>-ß9DwA,

(3.11b) \A\ < ei(v)Du > A   for v > x.

Let us point out that these conditions are essentially the same as in [12 and
21] (except that the latter work does not use the variational structure). In
particular, our (3.10a) is the same as [21, (3.12a)] (in which the exponent 2 for

(w') is missing) by virtue of [ 12, (4.1 lb)] and (3.1).
When <9Q is not smooth, we need some additional control of its geometry

beyond being Lipschitz. Following [9], we assume also that it satisfies a uniform

exterior sphere condition with radius R such that

(3.12) Rß*>l,

and that dCl is C2 except for a singular set Y of finite (n - 2)-dimensional

Hausdorff measure. In particular, there is a sequence of C1 functions (6k)

such that

Qk = 0   on T, 0 < 6k < I,        \\D8k\\Li < Kq(Y)   for all k,

and 6k -, 1 a.e. For n > 2, the existence of such a sequence follows from [24,

Theorem 21 and 26, Lemma 8]. For n = 2, the sequence can be constructed

easily because Y consists of finitely many points. Furthermore, as we prove in
the appendix, (3.12) implies

(3.12)' D,yjW<\t\2/R   on d£l\Y

for any vector £ with £ • y = 0. In fact, we shall see in §7 that this condition,

and not the size of the singular set, is what we use.
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Lemma 3.1. Let x be a nonnegative Lipschitz function on [to, oo), let x > xq

and suppose there is a constant cx such that

(3.13) 0<(t-x)X'(t)/x(t)<cx   fort>x.

IfC£ C°<X(ÏÏ) and if conditions (3.3a, c), (3.4), (3.5a, c, d, e), (3.6), (3.7), and
(3.8) hold, then

(3.14)

< ci(ß0, ßi,ß2,ß3, 7o)(l +cx)2 [ [ßJAof+Xoa'JDiCDjttxdp.
Ja,

Proof. If C vanishes on Y, the estimate follows from the same arguments as
in [12, Lemma 4.7; 21, Lemma 3.1] except for a slight modification concerning

the boundary integrals. By using n = (v\— x)+x(vi)Ç2(A + Ipy) in [21, Lemma
1.1], we are led to examine the integral

/= /   [Dk(p + <pzDku + A-ôTyk-yiDi](Ak + yyk)(vi-r)+x(vi)c;2ds.
Jaa

Since D¡yk = Dky¡,

Dkcp + cpzDku = Dk(lpy • y) + lpzy • yDku

= y • y[Dk9 + VzDku] + y • Dkylp + (Dky) • yp,

and y • (A + Ipy) = 0 on dQ, we have

1=1   (A + fy)-3Tyk(Ak+fyk)(vi-x)+x(vi)L:2ds
Jaa

+ I   [y'y{Dklp+lpzDku} + (lpy-Dky)}(Ak + r/k)(vi-x)x(Vi)C:2ds
Jaa

-[   yiDik(Ak + vyk)(vl-r)+X(vi)i:2ds
Jaa

<c2(n,ßi)ßj   X0Ai(l-^)   xC2vds.
Jaa \      v\ J +

Using Lemma 1.2 and [12, (4.11c)] in its more precise form

(3.15) Xoa'JDikuDjku < K{(ßx, ß2, ß3)(W2 + ^ + ßJA0)v2

gives, for any n > 0,

I<r\ 1--   ^2 + f Xdp•LIH)
+ c3(n,ß0,ßi,ß2,ßi, yo)Ul + cx)2 [ [ß2AoC2 + Xoa'JDiÇDjQxdp

n Ja,

just as on p. 238 of [12]. This estimate is just what is needed to prove (3.14) if

C vanishes on Y.
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For general Ç, we first replace Ç by 6kÇ to obtain

jUH +>xeiCdp

■2
< 2ci(l + c,)2 / [/?42AoC¿ + VACM dp

JaT

+ 2ci(i +cxy [ Xo^D^DjOa^dp.
Ja,

By hypothesis, the right-hand side is bounded, independent of k, by some

constant K2 (which does depend on the gradient bound and on the specific

function x) • Thus, for any compact subset S of Q\r, we have

/JK) +.Xls0(C¿dp<K2,

where Is = 1 on S and =0 off of S. Sending k -, oo allows us to replace

6k by 1 in this inequality. Then choosing a sequence of S's which expand to

Q yields

/J('-^2+r xC2dp<K2.

Since this integral is finite, the proof of (3.14) given for Ç vanishing on Y

applies for arbitrary (.   D

Before proceeding to our gradient estimate, we prove a Sobolev inequality

which involves several of our structure conditions. We remark that a much

simpler form of this inequality can be used if di2 e C2 (see [12, Lemmata 1.3
and 2.1(b)]).

Lemma 3.2. Let h £ Wl -2 n L°° be nonnegative and suppose h = 0 anywhere
that v\ < t0 . Suppose also that structure conditions (3.4), (3.5b, c, e, f), (3.6),

(3.8e, g, h) are satisfied. Then

(3.16)     J h2("+2V"dp < c4(ß0, ßi,ß2,ßi,yo, n) (J h2dp\

x([ [\ôh\2 + h2(&2 + r + j342A0)/A] dp] .

Proof. As in [12, Lemma 1.3], it follows from [25, p. 372; 13, Lemma 1.1] that
if the nonnegative numbers p, q, r satisfy £ + r + 1 = q, then

¡ h"dß<c5(p,q,r)(jhPdiJ^

a hr\âh\ + hr+\

1/2

-?">„» dp+       hr+xvds
Jaa

Now we use Lemma 1.2 with h replaced by hr+x to estimate the boundary
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integral. We have

Du.m^-TDjuDtfä

= ±aikDjku(ô{u ■ y - y¡vt) - -L_aikDjku(v • A A¡f - v • yA'Af)

+ —(fDiUA'i - fDiUA)) - t\t^(Du ■ yAkAkAj - Du • AyJAkAk)
\A\ ' \A\

<c6(n,ßuß2,ß3)  (aVDtkuDJku)l/2(Ç)     +&(=[)     «

< c7(n,ßx,ß2, ß,)[(^2 + % + ßlAo)/^/2v

by (3.4), (3.5c), and (3.8e, g, h), (3.15). Hence Lemma 1.2 implies that

/   hr+xvds<c»(ß3,y0) f   hr+xDu-^yyds
Jaa Jaa \A\

< c9(ßx ,ßi,ß3,7o,n) I {rhr\ôh\ + hr+x[(W2 + F + ß2Ao)/X]xI2}dp.
Ja

Observing from (3.5b) that

nv
g'JDiju <^DikuDjku),

we see that

Lhqdp < Cio(ßi, ß2, ßs, y0, n, p, r) ( / h" dp

x [[hr\ôh\ + hr+x{(W2 + & + ßlAo)/X}xl2\dp.
Ja

This inequality is just [13, (1.3)] with \H\ replaced by {(W2+B'+fi¡Ao)]X}x'2 ,
so the proof is completed by choosing q = 2(n + 2)/n, p = 1 + q/2, and r =

1 + 2/m - 2/h2 , and then applying Schwarz's inequality and Holder's inequality

as on [13, p. 581].   G

From this point, the proof of our gradient bound proceeds as in [12] with

the obvious changes (for example, Lemma 3.2 in place of [12, Lemma 1.3]

and supB nCiu - u in place of u - infu in the proof of Lemma 3.5), the

sharper form of the calculations in [21], and the observation that our (3.3a), and

(3.5b, e, f) can be used in place of [12, (4.1 le)]. For this reason we only state

the results.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose conditions (3.2a, c) and (3.3)—(3.8) are satisfied. Then for

any xq £ il, x > tq , and p > 0, we have

(3.17)

sup
"t,/>/2

1
, n+2

X  \ 2
W

V\

(»+2)/2I ÍAV    ''
<cu(ß,ßi,ß2, ßs,ß4p,yo,n)p-n I     ™2 (y ) v^x.   D
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Lemma 3.4. Suppose conditions (3.2b, c) (3.3a, c) (3.4), (3.5a, c, d, e), (3.6),
(3.7), (3.8), and (3.10) are satisfied, let q >0, and set

(3.18) a = ose u.
anBp

Then there is a constant cí2 = cx2(ß, ßi, ß2, ß3, ßi, yo, n, q) such that if there

is a xi > x for which

(3.19) 8(cl2ß2 + ßi)o2e(xi)<l,

then

I
Ja,

IJn<,p
Du • A dx.   D

w9Du -Adx< cn(ß, ßo, ßi, ß2, ßi, ß4p, ßi, ß%P, 7o, ", <?)
(3.20)    /n"'/2

x   w(xi) + -

For our next lemma, we introduce the quantities

Q'T = {x£Q:v(x)>x},    Q'rp = Q.'TnBp,    K(p) = px-"\Bp ndO\.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose conditions (3.12a, b) hold on Q,'T and define a by (3.18).
Then for any p > 0, x0 £ Q, and x2>x such that

(3.21a) e'(T2^ê

and

(3.21b) Ai = sup L(B + ß9Du-A)- + (Du-A)- + ^^-\ ,
xeßp [ P    J
V<T2

we have

(3.22) /       Du ■ A dx < cl4(n) exp(ß9a)pn [K(p)- +Ai\   D
Ja1   ,, V        P        J

i.C/2

Although Lemmata 3.3-3.5 are readily combined to give a gradient bound,

we shall not do so here. The details are generally straightforward but, as we

shall see in §5, it is sometimes advantageous to use only the estimates from

Lemmata 3.3 and 3.5.
As in [28, §3] (and [21, §4]), the form of our estimates can be improved if the

structure conditions of §3 are appropriately strengthened. Since these estimates

are proved by modifying the proofs of §3 in exactly the way discussed in [28,

21], we state them without proof.

Theorem 3.6. Let xo £ £2, p > 0, and suppose conditions (3.1)-(3.10) hold
with e(vx) = ßi0w~2 . Suppose also that

(3.23) B>-ßn\A\   in £2^.

With a given by (3.18), set

(3.24a) x3 = max i xo,-ß—+ 2~jf~ f '

(3.24b) A2=   sup   ÍctB- + (Du-A)- + -\A\\.
\Du\<t¡  I P        )
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Then there is a constant ciS = cl5(ß, ß0, ßi, ß2, ft, ßnp, ßs, ßi, ß&P, ß\o,
ßnP, 7o> K(p), n) such that

(3.25)
/ T     \"+2

SUP      1-5 w2 < Cis w(x0) + -

2+ß<,

ÍA2 + í»o^

If also

(3.26) aHtm < ßx2{^giir}ir]j}xl2{aiJ^j}xl2

for all n,¿¡ in R" , set

(3.27a)

(3.27b)

(3.27c)

<T0 =  SUp (U - U(X0))+ ,
anBc

f 8<70       2ßn      1

A3 =     sup     ía0B- + (Du-A)- + ^-\A\\.
\Du\<x4      l P        )

u-u{x0)>p

Then there is c16 = cx6(ß, ß0, ßi, ß2, ßi, ß*P, ßs, ßi, ßsP, ßio, ßnP, ßn,
7o, K(p), n) such that

(3.28)
l+Äs/ T      \" + 2

«UP ( 1 - X-*)      «
r,,/A V +

sup w  <Cie[l +w(xo)] 1 + W(x0) + — A3 + P0
?)■■

4. The parabolic case

Parabolic versions of the results in §3 are also valid. We only state analogs

of Lemmata 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 including a version which allows localization in

time as well as space. Refined estimates are then easy to obtain (see [21, §4]).
To state these estimates, we introduce some additional terminology: For

T > 0, we set

QT = nx(0,T),        SQT = dilx(0,T),

and we consider the problem

divA(x, t, u, Du) + B(x, t, u, Du) = u,    in QT,

A(x, t, u, Du) • y + <p(x, t, u) = 0     on SQt,

u(- ,0)=Uo    in Q

for some known function «o.  (Here Du is only the spatial gradient of u.)

Next we define

Q(x) = {(x, t) £ QT : vx(x, t) > x},

Q(x, p) = {(x, t) £ Q(x) : x £ Bp),

SQ(x) = {(x, t) £ SQt :vx(x,t)> x).

Moreover all structure conditions are assumed to hold with ö(to) replacing

£2To and SQ(x0) replacing TTo.
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Since A, cp , and F may depend on t, we assume the following bounds:

(4.1a) lpty- Du + Ft<ß24Ao,

(4.1b) -üFz2</?2A0Ao,

(4.1c) BFZ <ßJAo,

(4. Id) (v\Az\ + \Ax\)\Fz\<ß24A0,

(4.2) X < X0v ,

and we suppose that

(4.3) £~ßXo   is decreasing.

Lemma 4.1. Let x be a nonnegative Lipschitz function on [to, oo), let x <xq,

and suppose there is a constant cx for which (3.14) holds. If ' Ç £ C°'x(Qt) , if

Ç(x, 0) = 0 in £2 or if vx(x, 0) < x in £2, and if conditions (3.3a, c), (3.4),
(3.5a, c, d, e), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (4.1), and (4.3) hold, then there is a constant
c\i = cxl(ß,ßo,ßi,ß2,ß3,7o,n) such that

sup   /      (vx-x)2+Xox(1dx+ [   [   \(l--)w2 + ê]xC2dpdt
o<o<TJax{t} Jo  Ja, L\      V\J

(4.4)       < cX7(l +cx)3 ¡ff [ß24AoC+Xoa^D^Dj^xdpdt
Uo Ja,

+ í [ (vx-x)2x\CtKdxdt).
Jo  Ja,

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 3.1, we find that

rh

K[('-£>ip;+rk<"""
<cx(l+cx)2 [   [ [y?42AC2 + Xoa'WiCDjQxdpdt

Jo Ja,

+ cxs(cx) f   [ utDk[(Ak + fyk)(vx-x)xC2]dxdt
Jo Ja

for any h £ (0, T).  Thus it suffices to estimate this last integral, which we

denote by /.
Setting

Jr      V[(V;X(CJ))

and using the approximation and integration by parts argument from [13, Lem-

ma 3.1] yields

/= - /       E(vxK2dx + 2 [   [ E(vx)CCtdxdt
Ja*{h} Jo Ja,

(4.5) + /   /  utFz(vx-x)xC2dxdt
Jo Ja,

+ í   í (Ft + lpty-Du)(vi-x)x(2dxdt.
Jo Ja,
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By using [13, (3.6)] with %Xo replacing x , we see from (4.3) and (3.5d) that

ßi^vx-x)2>E>1{l + Xß + ^Xox(vi-x)2.

We use this inequality to estimate the first two integrals in (4.5). In the third

integral, we use the differential equation in the form

u, = -aijDjjU + B + AzDiU + A\.

Thus

I< -
l

rh

inA^,\ Í       (vx-xfXoxCdx + ßo í   i (vx-x)2x\^dxdt
Ai + P + cx> Jax{h} Jo Ja,

+ /   / [BFz + (v\Az\ + \Ax\)Fz]xc:2dpdt
Jo Ja,

+ f   [ (Ft+lpty-Du)x?dpdt.
Jo Ja,

If we estimate these last three integrals via (4.1), Schwarz's inequality, and

(3.16), we obtain (4.4).   G

Using Lemma 4.1 in place of Lemma 3.1 gives analogs of Lemmata 3.3, 3.4,

3.5 by virtue of the proofs of [21, Lemmata 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, Theorem 4.1].

Lemma 4.2. Suppose conditions (3.2a, c), (3.3)—(3.8), (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) are
satisfied, and let xo £ £2, and p > 0.

(a) If vx < xo on £2 x {0}, then

(       t\"+2
sup      1-— w2<cx9(ß, ßo,ß\, ß2, ßi,ß*P, 7o,")

(46) Ö(t,/>/2)\ «1/

ff (A\(n+2)l1
xp-"-2 //        w2   T vdxdt.

JJq(x,p)      \áJ

(b) If also

(4.7) X0v<ßxiA,

and p2 < to < T, then

(4.8)
x \"+2

- — J      w2(x0, to) < c20(ß, ßo, ß\, ß2, ßi, ß*P, ßu,Vo,n)

(n+2)/2r'°    f       fAv'1
x p-"-2 /     w2 [-) vdxdt.   G

Jt0-p2Ja,,p      \aJ

Lemma 4.3. Suppose conditions (3.2b, c), (3.3a, c), (3.4), (3.5a, c, d, e), (3.6),
(3.7), (3.8), (3.10), (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) are satisfied, and let q>0, x0 £ £2,
and p > 0.
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(a) If vi < x on £2 x {0}, set

(4.9) a = sxxn{\u(x, t) - u(x0, t)\ : x £ Bp, 0 < t < T}.

Then there is a constant c2i = c2i (ß, ßi, ß2, ßj,, ßi, yo, n, q) such that if there

is a xi >x for which

(4.10) Hc2ißi + ßi)cr2e(xi)<l,

then

IL
(4.11)

wqDu • Adxdt
Q(t,/>/2)

< c22(ß,ßo,ßuß2,ß3, ß*P, ßi, ß&P, Vo, n, q)

w(xi)-\—     //        Du- Adxdt.
Pi    JJq(t,p)

v2 < ßi4wDu 'A

(b) If also

(4.12)

and p2 < to < T, set

(4.13) a = sup{\u(x, t) - u(xot)\ : x £ Bp, t0- p2 < t < to}.

If there is a xi > x for which (4.10) holds, then there is a constant c2i =

C2-i(ß,ßo,ß\,ßi,ßi, ß4P,   ßi, ß&P, Vo, n, q) such that

(4.14)
Í       IJt0-p2/4Ja,

wqDu -Adxdt
oil

<c2-i w(xi) + - + ß\4 ( - )      /        /     Du- Adxdt.   G
P \PJ     Jto-piJa,,,

For our final lemma, we define

Q'(p) = {(x, t) £ QT : x £ Bp, to - p2 < t < to),

Q'(p, x) = {(x, t) £ Q'(p) :v(x, t)>x).

Lemma 4.4. Let x > I, p > 0, Xo £ Q, and 0 < to < T. Suppose conditions
(3.11) hold on Q'(p, x) and set

(4.15)

If xs > x is so large that

(4.16)

and if

M = ose u.
Q'(P)

£i(T5)<
ZM'

M,
(4.17) A4=       sup       <M(B + ß9Du-A)^ + (Du-A)_ + —\A\

Q'(P)\Q'(P^) I
'}■

then

(4.18)

// Du- Adxdt < c24(n)exp(ß9M)pn[M2 + A4p2 + K(p)Mptp0].   G
JJQ'(P/2,x)
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Note that Lemma 4.4 is identical to [21, Lemma 3.4].

5. Examples

Our structure conditions, which are based on those in [28], were chosen to

include all the examples in [21] and hence all those in [28, 12, 30] as well.

Rather than reproduce them all here, we only include three to show the range

of these methods.

Example 1 (The capillary problem). Suppose

A = v,        B = nH(x, u, Du) + b(x, u, Du)

for Lipschitz H with

nH > -0,,

nv[\Hp\ + \Hp-p\]<dx,

<Po< 1,

We then set

q = bol >   D'k = nH$k.   «i = \(v + <pDu - v) >

p = v~2,    w = logvx,    XX/3 = X0 = ¿(I -(pa),    /7 = A = A0 = Ai = 1.

With these choices,

ß=l,    ß4 = c(<p0)(dx + ^j,    ß6 = 0,    ft = 2,

ft = 0,    ßn=c(<po)ex,

and t0 , ßo, ■ ■ ■ , ft, ft, ß\o chosen suitably (depending only on <p0 and n),
Theorem 3.6 gives an estimate of the form

v{x0) <cxexp(c2oo/p)

with cx and c2 depending only on 8xp, K(p), n,y0, cpo, and p/R. (Recall

that R is the radius of the exterior sphere.) Because of the restrictions on cp
forced by the inequality <po < 1, this estimate is a sharp local version of [9,

Lemma 4.5].

Let us examine briefly the special case that Y is an edge from [9, Theorem
4.2]. Then, at least locally, Y is the intersection of two C2 hypersurfaces Si

and S2 with inner normals yi and y2. Let 0 denote the angle between Sx and

S2 along T ; by the exterior sphere condition 0 < n . If cp = cos ß is Lipschitz

with 17i - 2ft < 6 on Y, then an appropriate pseudonormal is y = fepj^j (cf.

[9, p. 28]). More generally we obtain a gradient bound if the restrictions cpx and

cp2 of cp to Si and S2, respectively, are Lipschitz and if there are functions

0i, and 02 such that

n > 6 = 0i + 02,        sin0,-> |ç»,-|,        tpx<p2 > 0 or cpx = tp2 = 0   onT,

so that a suitable y can be constructed. The restriction that cp not change
sign on T is clearly needed for the pseudonormal approach to work, but it

is not mentioned in [9]. On the other hand, this restriction is not needed to

conclude the Holder continuity of the gradient for Lipschitz solutions as in [20].
Remark 4.8 from [9] is also applicable; it is generally not possible to construct

a pseudonormal near singular sets of higher codimension.

n[vHz + \Hx\]<62,

<pz<0.
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Example 2 (Uniformly elliptic problems). Here we suppose there are nonnega-

tive functions e and y/, with e decreasing, e¿; increasing, e —> 0 at infinity,

^eC'(l,oo), and y/(t) > 0 and 0 < ty/'(t)/y/(t) < 0O for t > 1 such that

(5.1a) Du-A>vy/(v)-6x,        \A\ < d2y/(v),

(5.1b) V(v)\t\2<alJC¿j<e3>p(vm2,

(5.1c) \Fz\+v-x\Fx\+v\Az\ + \Ax\ + \B\ < d4e(v)x'2vy/(v),        \px\, \yz\ < 64.

Let us also assume for simplicity that \p —* oo at infinity and that ey/2 is

bounded away from zero. Now set I(t) = /,' y/(s) ds, and choose

F + <pDu-y = 2I(vi),        Dk = 0,

p = y/(v),    w = vi,    X0 = \y/(vx),    X=\,    AQ = {e(vx)(vxy/(vx)f,

p = 6iy/(v),    A = (vxy/(vx))2,    Ax = c(d0)(vx + y/(vx).

For ft = c(n)(d4 + ^ + \Dy\), x0, ß, ft, • • • , ft, ft, ft, ft, ft depending
on 0o, ... , 03, and ft = c(0o, ... , 03)04, we can combine Lemmata 3.3, 3.4,
and 3.5 to obtain a gradient bound of the form

v(x0) <c (e0, 0i, 02, 03, 04p, -, p\Dy\, yo,n,cpo,-\.

This estimate is also valid for degenerate equations, in which case the first

inequality in (5.1c) can be replaced by

\FZ\ + v~x\Fx\ + v\Az\ + \AX\ + \B\ < 64e(v)x'2vip(v) + 05.

For the nondegenerate case we have a modulus of continuity estimate from [18]

(with appropriate geometry) and if y/ and vy/ are replaced by (\Du\+S)m and

(\Du\ + l)m+x, respectively, for some m > 0 and ö e [0, 1], then a modulus

of continuity estimate follows from [10, Theorem 10.2.1]. In both cases, this

modulus can be obtained (independent of S in the second case) even for e = 1.

By taking p sufficiently small, we obtain a gradient bound in this case as well.1

Note that now, near an edge, the modulus of continuity estimates of [18]

apply, so the only restrictions on cpx and cp2 are that

(5.2) cpxcp2 > 0 or cpi = q>2 = 0   on Y.

If also y/(v) = v, [19, Theorem 4.1] shows that u has Holder continuous

gradient without the present gradient bounds and hence without the variational

structure and without the restriction (5.2).

Example 3. Set *¥(v) = exp(0u2), and suppose

A = V(v)p,     \B\<dxv2V(v),, \lpx\ + \vz\ < 0i.

Then we define vx by

±y(v) + <pDu-y = ±V(vx),

lNote added in proof. If <5 = ti//'(t)y/(t) < 00 for some ô > 0, then (5.1a) and |5| <
d4vip(v) + #5 imply a modulus of continuity by the arguments in [31], so we can take e = 1 in

this case also.
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and observe that \v2 - v2\ is bounded and goes to zero as v ,vx —> oo. Now

we choose

w = (vx)xl2,    p = X0 = Vix¥(vi),    p = (I + 6v2)v*¥(v),

X = v¡ exp (^2«i) ,        A = A0 = (1 + d)vx5V(vx),

rl = 9lVyV(vl),       c'k = BSk

to infer that (3.2a, c), (3.3)—(3.8), and (3.12a) are satisfied with

ß = 5,        ß4 = c(n,6)(ex + j + \Dy\o)

and ft, • • ■ , ft, ft depending only on n and 0 provided To = c(0, cpo).
Thus Lemmata 3.3 and 3.5 along with the inequality

/Ax(«+2)/2

«lljl v <c(6, n, <po)Du-A

imply that

v(x0)<c(n,e, <po, dxp, \Dy\0p, K(p), y0)V (jj -.

Note that, near an edge, we need (5.2) to hold just as in Example 2.

We close by pointing out (see, e.g., [12, p. 250]) that we can consider a

situation intermediate to the given examples, namely A = ^(v)p for some

positive C'([l,oo)) function 4* satisfying

1 < i4"W < 0

for 0 > -1 a constant and suitable conditions on B .

6. Obstacle problems

We now show how to extend our estimates to solutions of obstacle problems.

In particular, our results include some of those in [7] for the capillary problem

(specifically Theorem 0.1 there except for the assertion of continuity of the

derivatives). To state this problem, we fix a function y/ £ C°'x and set

K={»e C°'x(Q):v > y/ in £2}.

Thus we consider u £ C°- '(£2) nW2'2 such that

/ A(x, u, Du) - D(u - v) - B(u - v)dx > /   cp(u-v)ds
Ja Jaa

for all v £ K. Rather than investigate this variational inequality directly, we

study the penalized problem

div A + B - p6g(u - y/) = 0   in £2,        A-y + cp = 0   on d £2

for positive parameters p and ô, and 6$  a C1   increasing function with

0,5(0 = 0 for t > 0 and 9s(t) = -1 for t < -ô .
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Assuming the existence of solutions to these penalized problems, we shall

bound the maxima of \u\ and \Du\ independently of p and Ô . Moreover we

shall show that, for any ô £ (0, 1) and p sufficiently large (depending on Ô),

(6.1) u-y/>-Côx/2.

(These results are the same as [7, Theorem 1.2].)  These estimates imply the

regularity of the solution of the variational inequality by standard arguments.
The estimate on u is simple. We have

z[B(x, z, p) - p6s(z - y/)] <zB(x,z,p)

for \z\ > \y/\o . If z > \y/\0 , this is so because 6s(z - y/) = 0 while for z < 0,
we have 0¿ < 0. Hence the results of §2 gave a bound on \u\ independent of

p and ô.
For the gradient bound, we include the term -pd¡(z - y/)ôk in D'k and

observe that we only have to check (3.8c) and (3.1 la). Since

l[DiuDz(-pdô(z - ip))ô'k + ^{-peô(z - y,))} {Ak + lpyk}

= -pd'5(u - y/)(Dku - Dky/)(Ak + W*) < 0

if vx > t0 and \Du\ > C(ft, ft)|Z>y| by virtue of (3.6), it follows that (3.8c)
holds after adding a suitable multiple of \Dy/\o to To . The extended version
of (3.1 la) is obvious because 6¿ < 0.

In some cases, inequality (6.1) can be proved directly from structure condi-

tions analogous to those in §2. (Such is the case, for example, in [7].) Here

we take advantage of the gradient_bounds just proved. First of all, let us

set w = y/ - u, cp(x) = cp(x, u), A(x, z, p) = -A(x ,yi - z, Dyi - p), and

B(x, z, p) = -B(x, u, Du) + pOg(-w). By suitable extension of A , we can

find nonnegative constants äx,bx, Co such that

p -A(x, z, p) > \p\2 - äx,    wB<bx,    wcp<co

wherever w > 26 . (Of course äx, bx, Co will depend on all the structure used

to obtain our gradient bound.) We now apply Lemma 2.1 with m = 2, M =

2ô, q = 2n, ax = äxS~2, bx = bxS~2, to = Co<5_1, and bo = 0 to infer that

(6.2)       sup w < c(äx, bi, Co, n, q, SI)
a H

\  1/2«

w2n dx)       +Ô
w>2â} I

In fact, for p>bx/ô we have

wB < \pw,

so Lemma 2.2 with m = 2, mo = 1, A/n = 26, q = 2n,ax = ax/8, bo

0, bx = p/2, and cq = ¿o gives

(6.3) /        w2" dx < c(n, Q)ô
J{w>2ô\

provided p is sufficiently large (depending also on ô).  The combination of

(6.2) and (6.3) with the inequality 0 < ô < 1 gives (6.1).
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When T is empty and <9£2 e C2,a for some a £ (0, 1), solutions of the

penalized problem exist by virtue of [21, §7] under the additional hypotheses

listed there. Standard approximation arguments (see §7) allow us to relax the

regularity hypotheses on <9£2 and the functions A, B , and <p to those needed

for our estimates. In particular, we can allow the singular set Y to be nonempty.

As in [7, 6, 23], etc., adding the hypotheses

A(x, yi, Dyi) • y + cp(x, y/) < 0   ond£2,

<p£Cx-i,B,Az,Ax   inC, aij e C°, d£2 e C2-"

for some n £ (0, 1], gives second derivative bounds up to 9£2.

7. Some remarks on existence

In deriving our gradient bound, we had to assume that the solution was

Lipschitz, that is, the gradient was bounded. In the case of a smooth bound-

ary, this assumption is not serious because strong existence results are known;

however, for a nonsmooth domain, this assumption is important.

In a convex domain (in two dimensions) near a corner, solutions of conormal

derivative problems generally have bounded (and even continuous) gradients

while their gradients are generally unbounded near a nonconvex corner. For

example, let £2 be the set, in polar coordinates, given byO<r<l,O<0<3y

and write

I, = ir = 1, 0 < 0 < y J ,        I2 = {o < r < 1, 0 = 0, 0 = ̂ J .

Then u = r2/3 cos |0 is the unique solution up to an additive constant of

Au = 0   in £2,        — = -;rCos-0   on Zi,        — = 0   on E2.
ay 3       3 ay

At the nonconvex corner {r = 0}, the gradient is unbounded, while at the

convex corners {r = 1, ô = 0 or y}, « has Holder continuous gradient; in

fact, u is C°° everywhere except at the origin. The estimates of §3 do not
distinguish between the convex and nonconvex corners, but they can only be

applied when the solution is known to be Lipschitz.

Two approaches are possible in proving that a solution has bounded gradient.

First, the approach used by the author in, e.g., [21] can be applied provided the

only singularities of d £2 are edges and the interior angle between the hypersur-
faces meeting at each edge is less than n . The only change in the proof is that

the linear theory of [22], which is valid in such domains, replaces the classical

Schauder theory. Hence, with this additional assumption on the domain, the

hypotheses of §§2 and 3 and the conditions

(7.1a) ^eC1+a(£2xRxR"),        B £ Ca(£2 x R x R"),

(7.1b) ^eCw(QxRxR"),

(7.1c) Bz and Bp are in C^Q x R x R"),

(7.1d) <p£ C1+Q(<9£2xR),
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(7.2) (alj) > 0   on £2 x R x R" ,

(7.3a) Az = 0,Bz<0   on £2 x R x R" ,

(7.3b) cpz < 0   on d£2 x R

for some positive a,ô imply that (0.1) has a unique C1+£(£2) solution for

suitable e > 0. The local results in §3 are useful in this case primarily for

showing that the bound on the gradient depends only on local data. As pointed

out in [21], conditions (7.1), (7.2), and (7.3) can be modified somewhat. Thus,

if the only singularities of d£2 are edges and if conditions (2.1)', (3.1)—(3.12),
(7.1), (7.2), and (7.3) hold, then (0.1) has a unique solution, which has
bounded gradient. (Of course if m = 1 in (2.1)', we should replace (2.1c)' by

(2.1c)".)
An alternative approach is needed to consider domains with other types of

singularities. The approximation scheme sketched by Korevaar in [9, §4] is

appropriate for this situation.
From the appendix there is a function p £ C°'x (£2) n C°°(£2) which is equiv-

alent to d . Since £2 satisfies an exterior sphere condition and an interior cone

condition, there are positive constants eo and po such that \Dp\ > p0 for

0 < p < eo and, if £2£ = {x £ £2 : p(x) > e} with inner normal ye, we have

a£2£eC°°, y-y£>C(£2)7o,and

D^jCÏÏ^Cl2

for C • ye = 0 and 0 < e < e0. Hence if conditions (2.1)', (3.1)-(3.12),
(7.1a, b, c), (7.2), (7.3) and

(7.1d)' lp £ C1+a(ö£2 x R)

hold for (0.1), the boundary value problem

div A(x, ue, Due) + B(x, uE, Due) =0    in £2£,

A(x,ue, DuE)-yE + y-yef = 0   on d£2£

has a unique solution ue £ C2+a(£2£). From §3, \Due\ is bounded uniformly as

e —> 0, so ue converges uniformly to the unique solution of (0.1). Standard

regularity shows that u £ C2+a(£2), it follows from [19] that u £ C1+e(£2\r)

for 0 £ (0, 1), and [20] implies that Du is Holder continuous near interior
points of edges of d £2 as well.

Appendix. Remarks on regularized distance

In this appendix, we construct a regularized distance for £2, i.e., a function

p £ C°'X(W) n C2(R"\<9£2) which is equivalent to the signed distance function

d defined by

_ f dist(x, S£2)       if x £ £2,

(X) ~ 1 -dist(x, Ô£2)   ifx££2.

To prove our results, we recall the construction of regularized distance from

[14, Lemma 1.1] with a slight modification to take account of a more detailed
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structure. Let cp be a nonnegative C2(R") function supported in the unit ball

with / <p(z)dz = 1. If g is a Lipschitz function such that g/d and d/g
are uniformly bounded and positive in R"\<9£2, and L and M are positive

constants such that \g(x) - g(y)\ < M\x - y\ for all x and y in R" and

L > M, we define

(A.1) G(x,x)= Íg(x-xz/L)cp(z)dz

for (x, x) £ R"+1. A regularized distance p is then given by the equation
p(x) = G(x, p(x)). To see that this equation defines p uniquely, we note

from formulas (1.3) and (1.4) in [14] that the partial derivatives Gx and Gz

satisfy the inequalities

(A.2) \Gx(x,x)\<M,        \Gx(x,x)\<M/L<l.

We also note that

We now present two definitions. If xo £ <9£2 and if there are positive con-

stants ô, A , an orthonormal coordinate system Y = (y', y") = (yx, ... , y"),

and a function /:i"-'-»l with

\f{y\) - f(y'2)\ < A\y[ - y'2\   for \y\\, \y'2\ < 40

such that

{y g £2: \y\ < 40} = {y € R" : y" > f(y'), \y\ < 45},

we call / a local representation of d £2 near xq. If d£2 has a local represen-

tation near each point xo of d £2 with constants Ô and A independent of xo,

we say £2 is Lipschitz. (More commonly, such a domain is called uniformly

Lipschitz.) Note that a domain is Lipschitz if and only if it satisfies uniform

interior and exterior cone conditions.

Lemma A.l. Any Lipschitz domain £2 has a proper regularized distance p.

Moreover, if 0 < \d(x)\ < ô, then \\Dp(x)\ > (1 + ^2)-^2.

Proof. Let x e £2 with d(x) < ô and choose xq £ <9£2 so that |x-xo| = d(x).

Working in the Y coordinate system corresponding to Xq , we first show that

if |yi|, \y2\ < 20 with y[ = y'2 and ynx>y$> f(y'x), then

(A-4) d(yx)-d(y2)>Jx+-J2l/2.

To prove (A.4), let y0 £ dQ such that d(yx) = \yx - yo\, note that \y'0\ < 4ô,
and let K be the exterior cone to £2 with vertex yo, vertex angle 2 arccot A ,

and axis parallel to the y "-axis. Then

(A.5) d(yx) = dist(vi, K),        d(y2) < dist(y2, K).

Now write Sf for the line through y2 and parallel to the line segment yo^i,

zo for the point of intersection of S? with the axis of K and zx for the
point of intersection of S? with K, which is closer to y2 . It follows that the

cotangent of the angle zo^o-Zi is A , so \zq- zi\ > (1 +A2)~l/2\yo- zq\ . Since
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\y~o - *ol =y"-y"> àist(y2, K) < \y2 - zx\, and dist(yi, K) = \y2 - zQ\ =
\y2 - zx\ + \zx - zo\, we also have

(A.6) dist(y,, K) - dist(y2, K) > j[~j"2x/2-

The combination of (A.5) and (A.6) gives (A.4).
Now take g = d and M = 1 in (A.l). If X' = x' and f(x') < X" < x" ,

then

C7(x, t) - G(X, x) = ( \d(x - j-} - d{x - ^)] cp(z)dz >
x" -X"

(1 +¿2)1/2

provided 0 < x < Lmin{d(X), d(x)} . Hence if we divide this inequality by

x" - Xn and let X" approach xn , we find that the derivative Gn = dG/dx"

satisfies the estimate G„(x, x) > (1 + A2)~x/2 for 0 < x < Ld(x), and by

continuity of Gn , also for x = Ld(x). In particular, we can use x = p(x) to

infer that

(A.7) Gn(x,p(x))>(l+A2)-X'2.

From (A.2), (A.3), and (A.7), we have Dnp(x) > [L+M)^+A2)U2 for 0 < d(x) <

ô, and a similar argument works if -Ô < d(x) < 0. Choosing L = 2 gives the

estimate on \Dp\.   G

Note that by choosing L sufficiently large, we can make \Dp\ > a(l+A2)~xl2

for any a £ (1/2, 1).
The method of [14, §2] gives an alternative proof of Lemma 1 with differ-

ent constants by constructing local regularized distances and then piecing them

together via a partition of unity.

When the exterior cone condition is strengthened to an exterior sphere con-
dition, the regularized distance just constructed satisfies a one-sided second

derivative condition. The proof of this fact uses the following consequence of

[14, (1.10)]: Let x £ R"\d£2 and £ e R, set E = (c;, £ • Dp(x)), and use
subscripts i = 1, ... , n + 1 on G to denote partial derivatives with respect to
x' if i < n and with respect to x if i = n+ I. Then

(Here and below we follow the summation convention that repeated indices are

to be summed over the appropriate range. For example, in (A.8) the indices i

and ;' are summed from 1 to « on the left-hand side but from 1 to n + 1 on

the right.)

Theorem A.2. If £2 satisfies a uniform exterior sphere condition with radius R,
then £2 has a regularized distance p such that

(A.9) DijpixKW < ^|£|2

for all ¿¡£R" and all xeR"\9Q, and

(A.10) DijP(x)^<^\2
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for all £ £ W and all x £ £2. If £2 satisfies a uniform interior cone condition,

then p is proper.

Proof. We first prove that

(A.11) d(x + h) + d(x-h)-2d(x)<]%-
R

for all x £ £2 and all h e R" with \h\ < d(x). To prove this inequality, for

each y e 9 £2, write z for the center of the exterior sphere to £2 at y with

radius R, and define dy by dy(x) = \x - z\ - R. Note that d < dy and

dy£C2(W\{z}) for any y € ö£2. Therefore

D¡lMx)hV . ^L _ fc£W£ < ̂ L < w
J y \x - z\ |jc — z|3 |jc - z\       R

For \h\ < dy(x), Taylor's Theorem shows that dy(x + h) + dy(x -h)- 2dy(x) <

Ljj- . If we choose y so that d(x) = \x-y\, then d(x) = dy(x). Since dy <d ,
(A. 11 ) follows immediately.

From (A. 11) and (A.l) with g = d and cp even, so that J z<p(z)dz = 0, we

see that

G(x + h,x + k) + G(x-h, x - k) - 2G(x, x) < ^  + * ¡L
R

for 0 < T < Ld(x)/2 and \h\ + \k\/L < d(x)/2. Dividing by \h\2 + Â:2/L2,
letting this denominator tend to zero, and choosing x = p(x) gives

(A.12) Gu{x, p(x))E<& < '    '      ^     '   '

for any E = (E',En+l) £ R"+1 . It now follows from (A.2), (A.3), and (A.8)

that

D..0(X)?ZJ < Lm2^-Dp(x)\2)/L2     4^u,jP(x)ii  < {L_M)R S   R

for L = 2, M = 1.
When -R/2 < d(x) < 0, we have \x - z\ > R/2 and hence the preceding

argument shows that Dijp(x)£'£J < | \C\2 .

Finally, it follows from the proof of [14, Theorem 1.3] that \D2p\ < C'(n)/d,
and therefore d(x) < -R/2 implies that (A.9) holds with C replaced by C .
Hence (A.9) holds in all cases if C = max{8, C'} .

Lemma A. 1 implies that p is proper in case of an interior cone condition.   G

By choosing L sufficiently large, we can replace 4 in inequality (A. 10) by any

constant greater than 1.

We now show how to infer (3.12)' from (3.12). Suppose that £2 is a

Lipschitz domain satisfying an exterior sphere condition with radius R and

let p be the regularized distance constructed in Lemma A. 1. With S as in the

definition of Lipschitz domain and e £ (0, S), write y for the normal to the

surface Z = {x : p(x) = e} and let £ be a vector field tangent to Z. Since

y = Dp/\Dp\ on I, we see from (A.3), (A.7), (A.8), and (A.12) that

W(J = ¿iD«"{'{' ■ iGAX,.P(mG"{x-''M)--

R R
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In a sufficiently small neighborhood of xo £ dQ\Y, we can make A arbitrarily

close to zero by choosing ô small enough. Hence for any constant C > 1, we

have DiyjÇ'ÇJ < C^-, and sending C to 1 proves (3.12)'.
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